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Pre-train, then fine-tune

Up-Stream Down-Stream

Big Data
(MLM/LM Pre-Training)

Small Data
(Task-Specific Fine-Tuning)

Open Source Download
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When language models become larger…

In the era of large language models (LLMs)…

- Servers often do not open-source the weights of LLMs due to 

commercial reasons

- Users usually do not have enough resources to run LLMs

The emergent ability of LLMs

- Manually craft text prompt to query LLMs

- In-context learning (GPT-3, Brown et al., 2020)



When language models become larger…

Why in-context learning?

- Generalization: One general 

purpose model for all tasks

- Backpropagation is expensive

- Commercial use



Language-Model-as-a-Service (LMaaS)

Up-Stream Down-Stream

Big Data
(MLM/LM Pre-Training)

Small Data
(Task-Specific Prompt)

Inference API



Language-Model-as-a-Service (LMaaS)

GPT-3 Pricing



Language-Model-as-a-Service (LMaaS)

https://gpt3demo.com/

https://gpt3demo.com/


LMaaS in China

https://www.biendata.xyz/wudao/

https://www.biendata.xyz/wudao/


However…

The performance of manual prompt and in-context learning highly 

depend on the choice of prompt and demonstrations, and lags far 

behind model tuning.

Zhao et al. Calibrate Before Use: Improving Few-Shot Performance of Language Models. ICML 2021



Grounding LLMs From the Cloud
Big Data

(MLM/LM Pre-Training)
Small Data

(Task-Specific Fine-Tuning)

Open Source Download

Big Data
(MLM/LM Pre-Training)

Small Data
(Task-Specific Prompt)

API

Free Performance

Performance

Performance is the Key for grounding. (Who are the users?)



To make LLMs benefit more people…

Can we optimize the prompt with the API feedback? (without expensive 

backpropagation)

Objective:



A challenge of high dimensionality

Considering optimization of the continuous prompt, the dimensionality 

can be tens of thousands (say we are going to optimize 50 prompt tokens, 

each with 1k dimensions, there are 50k parameters to be optimized.)

Derivative-free optimization (DFO) can struggle with high-dimensional 

problems, except for the case when the problem has a low intrinsic 

dimensionality.

Note: Intrinsic dimensionality is the minimal number of parameters needed to represent the problem



A challenge of high dimensionality

An example

- The objective to be optimized has two dimensions but only one matters

- In that case we can perform optimization with random embedding

Wang et al. Bayesian optimization in a billion dimensions via random embeddings. J. Artif. Intell. Res. 2016



Fortunately…

LLMs have a very low intrinsic dimensionality!

Aghajanyan et al. Intrinsic dimensionality explains the effectiveness of language model fine-tuning. ACL 2021



Black-Box Tuning



Black-Box Tuning

The CMA-ES (Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy)

https://cma-es.github.io/

https://cma-es.github.io/


Experiments

Datasets and processing details



Experiments

16-shot (per class) learning with RoBERTa-large (350M)



Experiments

Detailed comparison on SST-2 and AG News



Forward Is All You Need?

Limitations of black-box tuning:

- Slow convergence on many-label classification (e.g., DBPedia)

- Requirement of prompt pre-training (gradient) on difficult tasks (e.g., SNLI)

Current version of black-box tuning is just a lower bound:

- Prompt/verbalizer engineering, prompt ensemble, prompt pre-training…

- Better derivative-free algorithms

- Pre-trained random embedding

- … 



Can We Go Deeper?

The ``Deep Prompt Tuning``

Prefix Tuning (Li and Liang, ACL 2021) P-Tuning v2 (Liu et al., ACL 2022)



Can We Go Deeper?

The challenge, again, is the high dimensionality

- Say we are going to optimize 50 prompt tokens at each layer of RoBERTa-

large, each with 1k dimensions, there are 50k×24=1.2M parameters to be 

optimized

- Besides, the prompt parameters at different layers are heterogenous and 

therefore we can not simply use the random embedding to solve it



Take A Closer Look Into the Forward Pass

Thanks to the residual connections in modern LLMs, the forward computation 

can be decomposed as an additive form

An example of a 3-layer model:

Therefore, the optimization can be decomposed into multiple sub-problems!



Take A Closer Look Into the Forward Pass

A general formulation of ``deep black-box tuning``:

Given such an additive form, we propose a divide-and-conquer (DC)

algorithm to alternately optimize prompt at each layer



Divide-and-Conquer

- Layer-specific optimizer

- Layer-specific random projection

- Alternate from the bottom to top



Revisiting Random Projection (Embedding)

Generating random projections from a normal distribution with std dev as

A visualization of generated 

prompt with RoBERTa-large



BBTv2: Towards A Gradient-Free Future

Main improvements of BBTv2

- Get rid of prompt pre-training

- Improved random projection

- Deep prompts



BBTv2: Towards A Gradient-Free Future

Main improvements of BBTv2



Experiments of BBTv2

Comparable to full model tuning but merely tuning ~10k parameters



Experiments of BBTv2

Improve BBT on entailment tasks

- Be comparable to full model tuning without pre-trained prompt embedding



Experiments of BBTv2

Improve BBT on many-label classification tasks

- Faster convergence than BBT on DBPedia (14 classes)



Experiments of BBTv2

Generalization across LMs



Experiments of BBTv2

Overall comparison



Experiments of BBTv2

Versatility across different language models

Comparison on CPM-2 (11B)



Experiments of BBTv2

The power of scale (with T5)

- Outperform gradient descent 

when model size becomes large



Other Solutions for LMaaS



Other Solutions for LMaaS

- Text prompt: Manually or automatically design task-specific text prompts

- In-context learning: Include a few examples in the input at inference time

- Black-box optimization: Tuning a small portion of parameters with only the 

access of the LLM`s output probability via black-box optimization (BBO)

- Feature-based learning: LLMs can serve as a feature extractor, on which 

users can build some lightweight learnable model to solve the task

- Data generation: Use LLMs to generate a dataset of labeled text pairs, 

which is then used to locally train a much smaller model



Check Our Paper List!



Resources

- LMaaS paper list: https://github.com/txsun1997/LMaaS-Papers

- Code of BBT and BBTv2: https://github.com/txsun1997/Black-Box-Tuning

- BBT paper (ICML 2022): https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.03514

- BBTv2 paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.11200

- Blog for BBT (in Chinese): https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/455915295

- Blog for LMaaS (in Chinese): https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/538857729

Feel free to reach out if you have any questions or suggestions about our 

papers, code, or the paper list!

https://github.com/txsun1997/LMaaS-Papers
https://github.com/txsun1997/Black-Box-Tuning
https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.03514
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.11200
https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/455915295
https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/538857729
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